Functional MRI activity characterization using response time shift estimates from curve evolution.
Characterizing the response of the brain to a stimulus based on functional magnetic resonance imaging data is a major challenge due to the fact that the response time delay of the brain may be different from one stimulus phase to the next and from pixel to pixel. To enhance detectability, this work introduces the use of a curve evolution approach that provides separate estimates of the response time shifts at each phase of the stimulus on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The approach relies on a parsimonious but simple model that is nonlinear in the time shifts of the response relative to the stimulus and linear in the gains. To effectively use the response time shift estimates in a subspace detection framework, we implement a robust hypothesis test based on a Laplacian noise model. The algorithm provides a pixel-by-pixel functional characterization of the brain's response. The results based on experimental data show that response time shift estimates, when properly implemented, enhance detectability without sacrificing robustness.